WE ARE
TOTAL
VISIBILITY

COST
MANAGEMENT

Manage and allocate costs, optimize
spending, and save money.

During the shift to the cloud, organizations often find costs
escalating, with little accountability or transparency. Complete
visibility, automated reporting and alerts, and customizable billing
and invoicing help simplify business operations while increasing
profitability. CloudCheckr delivers everything you need to manage
expenses and reduce overspending. Make sense of every billing
detail and allocate costs to keep expenses transparent.

ADVANCED
AUTOMATION
Take the guesswork out of
managing your cloud.

There are millions of things happening at once in the cloud. But
much of that activity is out of sight, making it impossible to control
without intelligent automation. Our cloud management platform
brings clarity to the chaos by dynamically automating billing, cost
allocation, utilization, security monitoring, analytics and reporting.
Gain a unified view of your entire cloud ecosystem, allowing you to
manage your cloud at scale and keep complexity in check.

CLOUD
SECURITY

Unified secure configuration, activity
monitoring, and IAM tracking.

Cybersecurity risks don’t go away when you move to the cloud.
They take on a whole new dimension, with user access
misconfigurations and other vulnerabilities. CloudCheckr monitors
and maintains control of your cloud’s security and compliance
posture. With unified secure configuration, activity monitoring,
reports, and automated alerts, CloudCheckr provides confidence
that your cloud is stable, secure, and fully compliant.

TOTAL
COMPLIANCE

Ensure your cloud is audit-ready
for 35 regulatory standards.

Take the next step in cloud security. It can be hard to track
the status of multiple individual regulations—HIPAA, PCI DSS,
DFARS, and more—yet that is precisely what is required to ensure
compliance. Total Compliance in CloudCheckr presents both a pointin-time score for over thirty regulations as well as historical graphs
showing the organization’s progress towards completeness. The
goal, naturally, is to get to 100% and to stay there.
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